A core-collapse supernova will produce an enormous burst of neutrinos of all flavors in the fewtens-of-MeV range. Measurement of the flavor, time and energy structure of a nearby core-collapse neutrino burst will yield answers to many physics and astrophysics questions. The neutrinos left over from past cosmic supernovae are also observable, and their detection will improve knowledge of core collapse rates and average neutrino emission. This review describes experimental techniques for detection of core-collapse neutrinos, as well as the sensitivities of current and future detectors.
electron flavors dominate; at this stage, there may be a complex energy and time structure that represents effects of the standing accretion shock instability phenomenon. The next phase is cooling, which lasts a few tens of seconds, during which the core sheds most of its gravitational binding energy. During this phase, νν pairs dominate neutrino production, and luminosities and temperatures gradually decrease. An overall feature of the neutrino flux is that luminosity is roughly equally divided among flavors. Furthermore, the flavors have an expected energy hierarchy (where the robustness varies by model) according to E νe < Eν e < E νx , where ν x represents ν µ , ν τ ,ν µ , orν τ (the µ and τ flavors have identical production at the energies involved and can be considered collectively). These energies are in decreasing order of strength of interaction with matter: ν e have more interactions thanν e , because of the excess of neutrons in the core; in turn,ν e have more interactions than ν x , which are restricted to neutral currents (NCs). The weaker the interactions are, the denser and deeper the decoupling of the neutrinos from the star and, therefore, the hotter the temperature of the neutrinos at the surface of last scattering (the neutrinosphere). Some examples of neutrino flux predictions in the literature (given in approximate order of modernity) can be found in References [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Figure 1 shows an example of a flux prediction. Modeling has steadily improved over the past few decades, with inclusion of more and more effects as techniques become more sophisticated and as available computing power increases. Some of the more recent models tend to produce somewhat cooler spectra and therefore fewer interaction events than older ones. There may be significant variations in the expected flux from supernova to supernova due to differences in the mass and composition of the progenitor, and possibly asymmetries, rotational effects, or magnetic field effects.
Fluxes are expected to have the approximate spectral form parameterized by (e.g., References [20] and [21] )
where α is often referred to as the "pinching parameter", because it controls the high-energy tail of the distribution; E ν is the neutrino energy; E ν is the mean neutrino energy; and N = (α+1)
Eν Γ(α+1) is the normalization constant, where Γ is the Gamma function. The different ν e ,ν e and ν x flavor components are generally expected to have different E ν and α parameters. The spectra are expected to evolve in time (e.g., Reference [20] ).
An enormous pulse of neutrinos from a core collapse will help us understand the physics of neutrinos as well as the astrophysics of core collapse. Interesting signatures will manifest themselves as modulations of the observed spectra, potentially with significant time dependence. We now know that neutrinos have mass and that the three flavors of neutrinos mix with one another; the supernova neutrino fluxes will also depend on neutrino oscillation parameters. Matter oscillation (Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein) effects modify the spectra as the neutrinos traverse dense matter, so the signals will depend both on neutrino oscillation parameters and on supernova matter profiles. In fact, conditions in the supernova will be so extreme that neutrino-neutrino interactions will become important, which will lead to a complex phenomenology of collective effects. These effects include spectral swap or spectral split features in the spectra, for which flavors are effectively swapped above or below a particular energy threshold. The recent literature exploring supernova collective oscillation physics is extensive: A non-comprehensive sample can be found in References [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
The nature of the neutrino spectra and their time evolution depend on mass and oscillation parameters, such as θ 13 and the mass hierarchy. For the normal hierarchy, m 3 >> m 2 , m 1 , there are two light and one heavy neutrino mass states, and for the inverted hierarchy, m 1 , m 2 >> m 3 , there are two heavy and one light neutrino mass states. In particular, the spectra of ν e andν e will differ according to the mass hierarchy, so supernova neutrino measurements could tell us what the hierarchy is (e.g., References [14, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ). Note that although reactor and beam experiments have now measured the value of θ 13 , the mass hierarchy may not be determined by laboratory experiments for a decade or more [36] . Furthermore, the chance that the supernova neutrinos will traverse Earth matter on their way to a detector is not negligible [10] and oscillations in the Earth modulate the supernova neutrino spectrum for either ν e orν e [37] [38] [39] depending on the hierarchy. Therefore, information on oscillation parameters can be determined in a supernova-model-independent way if measurements at different locations on the Earth can be compared. Even in a single detector, an Earth-matter-induced spectral modulation may give information about oscillations [32, 40, 41] . Furthermore the flux may carry signatures of oscillations involving sterile neutrino states (e.g., [42] ).
Although they probably will not be competitive with near-future laboratory measurements (or cosmological measurements), constraints on neutrino absolute mass may also become possible via measurements of an energy-dependent time delay, especially if some sharp feature in the spectrum is available to set a time reference (e.g., References [43, 44] ). Other neutrino properties, such as lifetime, magnetic moments, nonstandard interactions, and the speed from time of flight over a known distance, can also be constrained [5, 7] . The physics to be learned is not confined to the neutrino sector. There will be opportunities to shed light on other particle physics as well [7] , given that the neutrino signal will provide a measure of the total energy of the collapse and constrains energy loss via new particles and exotic mechanisms, including axions [7] and extra dimensions [45] . [19] . The prediction includes collective effects, which are responsible for the structure observed in the νe flux.
A generic potential difficulty is that both core-collapse physics and neutrino physics affect the nature of the neutrino burst, and it may not be trivial to disentangle the two. Relatively robust and model-independent signatures do exist, however. Clearly, the more experimental data we can gather about the flavor, energy and time structure of the burst, in as many detectors around the world as possible, the better our chances will be of disentangling the various effects.
III. NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS IN THE TENS-OF-MEV RANGE
Neutrinos are detected via electromagnetically or strongly interacting products of weak charged-current (CC) and NC interactions with electrons and nuclei. This section describes what is known about neutrino interactions in the tens-of-MeV range relevant for current detectors, along with their observables. Unfortunately, relatively few interactions have precisely known cross sections. Except for elastic scattering and inverse β decay (IBD) interactions, both theoretical and experimental knowledge is limited.
A. Inverse Beta Decay
Relatively cheap detector materials such as water and hydrocarbon-based scintillator have many free protons. The most significant interaction in these materials is IBD, which is the interaction betweenν e and free protons, ν e + p → n + e + . The IBD kinematic threshold is E ν thr = 1.8 MeV. The positron's energy loss can typically be observed. In the supernova energy regime, to a good approximation E e + = E ν − 1.3 MeV. In scintillation detectors, the 0.511-MeV positron annihilation γs may also be observed. The neutron may be captured on free protons, with an approximately 200-µs thermalization and capture time, producing a deuteron and a 2.2 MeV γ. The neutron may also be captured on another nucleus; in particular, the detector may be doped with some material with a high neutron capture cross section, such as gadolinium (Gd). Gd of natural isotopic composition has average neutron capture cross section some 1.6 × 10 5 times that of free protons, and a thermalization and capture time of a few tens of microseconds when dissolved in water or scintillator. Neutron capture on a Gd nucleus is followed by a deexcitation cascade of γs summing to approximately 8 MeV of energy. In scintillator, most of the energy is visible via Compton scattering of the γs. Reference [46] proposes doping of water with a Gd compound, for which approximately 4 MeV of energy is visible per neutron capture [47] .
The calculated IBD cross section can be found in [48] . The interaction has only a slight energy-dependent anisotropy [49] , so in general it is not very useful for pointing to a supernova.
B. Elastic Scattering on Electrons
Although the cross section is relatively small compared with other interactions, neutrino-electron elastic scattering, ν x + e − → ν x + e − , is important because of its directionality. The electron is scattered in the direction of the incoming neutrino; thus, for detectors that can reconstruct electron tracks, such as water Cherenkov and liquid argon timeprojection chambers (TPCs), the elastic scattering sample can be selected against background. Furthermore, elastic scattering events can be used to point to the supernova (see Section V). Elastic scattering proceeds via both CC and NC interactions for ν e andν e (the latter are helicity suppressed), and via NC interaction for ν x . The cross sections, and the angular and recoil energy distributions of the scattered electrons, are based on very well understood weak interaction physics [50] .
C. Charged-and Neutral-Current Interactions with Nuclei
Neutrinos also interact with nucleons in nuclei via CC and NC interactions, although cross sections are typically somewhat smaller for bound than for free nucleons. CC interactions proceed via interaction of ν e andν e with neutrons and protons, respectively, in nuclei,
The kinematic threshold is
, where M f and M i are the initial and final state nuclear masses and m e is the electron mass. Note that at supernova energies, ν µ and ν τ are below the CC interaction threshold and thus are kinematically unable to produce their partner leptons. In nuclei, theν e interaction is typically suppressed at a given energy with respect to the ν e interaction due to Pauli blocking. Typically the energy loss of the charged lepton is observable. In theν e case, the γs produced by annihilation of the positron may be observable. Ejecta (nucleons and γs) produced by the final nucleus as it deexcites may also be observable and may help to tag the interaction. The neutrino interactions may furthermore leave radioactive nuclear products, for which decays correlated in space and time with the primary lepton could be observed [51] .
NC interactions on nucleons in nuclei may also produce observable signals via ejected nucleons or deexcitation γs. Of particular note are the 15.1-MeV γ from 12 C deexcitation and the ejection of neutrons from lead (see Sections IV A and IV E).
In CC cases, produced leptons retain memory of the incoming neutrino energy, as the heavy recoil nucleus tends to take away little energy. In both CC and NC cases, specific interactions have different thresholds and energy-dependent cross sections, so even if there is no product to measure that remembers the neutrino energy on an event-by-event basis, there is neutrino spectral information to be had by measuring statistical distributions of products.
Neutrino interactions on nuclei in the tens-of-MeV range are relatively poorly understood theoretically, in terms of both the interaction rate and the angular and energy distributions of the resulting interaction products. These interactions and their products tend to be sensitive to the details of the nuclear physics involved. Nevertheless, several calculations exist. Cross sections on carbon are considered in References [52] [53] [54] . Cross sections and signatures for oxygen that are relevant for water detectors are considered in References [51, [55] [56] [57] [58] . Calculations relevant for the neutrino response of argon detectors can be found in References [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , and studies relevant for lead and iron appear in References [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
Uncertainties in theoretical calculations are no better than the ∼10-20% level, and unfortunately experimental measurements of neutrino interactions in this energy range are poor or nonexistent. The only measurements with ∼10-20% uncertainties are for 12 C by the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) at Los Alamos National Laboratory and KARMEN at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [72, 73] . Future programs to measure cross sections will be highly desirable for an effective interpretation of the next observed supernova burst signal, as well as for the understanding of processes in the supernova itself. A stopped-pion source (as used for the LSND and KARMEN measurements), such as the Spallation Neutron Source [74, 75] or a cyclotron-based source [76] would be nearly ideal:
The well-understood stopped-pion spectra of ν µ ,ν µ and ν e , with neutrino energies around ∼20-50 MeV, are a rather close match to the expected supernova spectrum. Low-energy β beams, neutrinos originating from the decay of radioactive ion beams, with tunable spectra, are also promising sources of well-understood flux for measurements of supernova-relevant cross sections [77, 78] .
D. Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering
Neutrinos at MeV energies will also coherently scatter off protons or entire nuclei via NC weak interactions. The interaction rate is relatively high; however recoil energies tend to be rather low, so detection thresholds need to be very low. For coherent scattering on protons, recoil energies are less than a few MeV but within the reach of low-background large scintillation detectors [79] . When entire nuclei are the target, recoil energies tend to be in the few-keV to few-tens-of-keV range [80, 81] , out of reach of conventional detectors. However, detectors designed to search for weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) dark matter recoils will be sensitive [82] . Table I summarizes interactions on different targets relevant for existing detector types and lists the primary detection modes. Estimates of the number of interactions per kt (before considering the detector response) are given in the table for two different models from the literature, the Livermore model [16] and the GKVM (GavaKneller-Volpe-McLaughlin) model [19] . Note that there can be considerable variation in total neutrino interaction yield from model to model, depending on temperature and pinching, because of the energy dependence of the cross sections. Figure 2 shows cross sections for relevant processes as a function of neutrino energy. See http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes for complete references and assumptions.
E. Summary of Interactions
TABLE I: Summary of relevant interactions for current and near-future detectors. The observables column lists primary observable products relevant for interactions in current detectors. Abbreviations: C, energy loss of a charged particle; N, produced neutrons; G, deexcitation γs; A, positron annihilation γs. Note there may in principle be other signatures for future detector technologies or detector upgrades. The interactions column gives interactions per kt at 10 kpc for two different neutrino flux models (Livermore/GKVM), for neutrino energies greater than 5 MeV, computed according to http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes. No detector response is taken into account here, and actual detected events may be significantly fewer. For elastic scattering and inverse β decay, the numbers per kt refer to water; for other detector materials, the numbers need to be scaled by the relative fraction of electrons or protons, respectively. For neutrino-proton elastic scattering, the numbers per kt refer to scintillators.
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IV. TECHNOLOGIES FOR SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO DETECTION
The particles produced by supernova neutrinos are detected via numerous standard particle-detection techniques, namely by collecting photons or charge proportional to ionization energy loss, collecting Cherenkov photons, or detecting neutrons. A general review of relevant detection physics can be found in Reference [83] . The specific experimental techniques employed depend on the characteristics of the target; in many cases, the target material itself is the detection medium.
A neutrino experimentalist's basic strategy is to collect as many neutrino events from a supernova burst as possible, of as many flavors as possible. material for a core-collapse event just beyond the center of the Milky Way, 10 kpc away. Desirable for measurement are event-by-event timing resolution, the ability to measure neutrino energies with good resolution, and the ability to use the neutrino information to point back to the supernova. Sensitivity to all flavors of the burst is especially desirable: ν µ and ν τ flavors constitute two thirds of the burst's luminosity, but NC sensitivity is required to detect them. Note that the interaction rate is not the only thing that matters: It is especially valuable for detectors to have the ability to tag interactions as ν e ,ν e , and ν x , in addition to simply collecting them. An ideal detector would measure the flavor, energy, time, and direction of the neutrinos on an event-by-event basis (with no background), but in reality, one must settle for imperfectly reconstructed events and inferred statistical information.
The expected number of events from a supernova should scale simply with distance as 1/D 2 , where D is the distance to the supernova. To a good approximation for most technologies (to the extent that detection efficiency is independent of detector size), event rates scale linearly with detector mass.
Expected differential event rates of observed particles for a given neutrino interaction process for a realistic detector can be computed by folding a given supernova neutrino flux with the cross section and detector response according to:
where E is the neutrino energy;Ê is the produced particle energy; E ′ is the measured product particle energy, σ(E) is the total cross section of the process, k(E −Ê) gives the energy distribution of the produced particle; and T (Ê) and V (Ê − E ′ ) model the detector threshold and energy response, respectively.
Here we employ SNOwGLoBES (http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes), which makes use of GLoBES (http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/lin/globes) to compute the event rates. For a successful supernova burst observation, the detector background rate must not greatly exceed the signal rate in a ∼10-s burst. Backgrounds for supernova neutrino detection vary by detector type and location. Ambient radioactivity, from the environment or detector materials (e.g. uranium/thorium chain isotopes and radon), is nearly always of concern, although typically such background events do not have energies higher than ∼7-10 MeV, and a relatively high fraction of burst signal events exceed that energy threshold. Nevertheless, radioactivity can be troublesome for measurements of the low-energy end of the signal, possibly at late times, and for low-threshold detectors (see Section IV F).
Cosmic-ray-related backgrounds can be suppressed by siting detectors deep underground. However, cosmic-ray muons can still penetrate to deep sites and produce nuclear fragments via spallation or capture processes with atoms in a detector or surrounding materials. These spallation fragments include radioactive nuclei and neutrons or other hadrons, which later interact with nuclei; the various products can decay on timescales ranging from less than milliseconds to hours, days or longer. The distribution of products is not well understood for all target nuclei. Muon spallation events can produce fake bursts over timescales of tens of seconds. In principle, if one can identify the parent muon of a spallation event or require spatial uniformity (because spallation products are correlated with the linear track of a muon), one can reject spallation background, at some cost in dead time; however in no detector can this be done with perfect efficiency. Although cosmic-ray muons get rarer the deeper one goes, their energy spectrum gets harder and the likelihood per penetrating muon of producing spallation increases.
Other backgrounds include reactorν e , solar ν e , and low-energy atmospheric neutrinos and antineutrinos-however, all of these backgrounds should be very small for Galactic bursts. In addition, detectors are subject to various kinds of instrumental noise or misreconstruction, the nature of which is highly specific to the particular detector setup (and in practice can vary in time significantly). However for current underground detectors, background rates should be very low for the duration of a Galactic supernova burst. Supernova neutrino detection is conceivable even for some surface detectors [84, 85] . Backgrounds become a dominant concern for more distant supernovae (see Sections VII and VIII), even for deep detectors.
A. Scintillation Detectors
Scintillator detectors are composed of hydrocarbons, which have the approximate chemical formula C n H 2n . The energy loss of charged particles is observed via light emitted from deexcitation of molecular energy levels, and a very large number of photons may be released. Large-mass scintillator detectors typically take the form of large homogeneous volumes of liquid viewed by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs); they may also be segmented into smaller volumes. The energy loss is proportional to the number of photons collected, and the interaction vertices may be reconstructed through the use of the time-of-arrival information of the photons. Large numbers of photoelectrons may be collected for typical PMT densities, leading to excellent energy resolution and low thresholds.
Because of the presence of free protons in scintillator, IBD is hugely dominant for a supernova burst signal. In scintillator, a neutron produced in an IBD interaction is thermalized and captured on a free proton, n+p → d+γ, with a ∼200-µs delay; the energy loss from Compton scattering of the produced 2.2-MeV γ is also observable. Furthermore, the two 0.511-MeV γs from the annihilation of the positron also contribute to the observed energy loss (although fine segmentation is usually required to distinguish them). Elements with a high neutron capture cross section may be dissolved in the scintillator. In particular, Gd is highly effective for enhancing neutron capture-detection efficiency: see Section III A. The time sequence of a prompt positron signal followed by a delayed capture signal provides a clean IBD tag.
Examples of large homogeneous scintillation detectors are KamLAND [86] in Japan, and Borexino [87, 88] in Italy. Segmented detectors with supernova sensitivity include the past MACRO detector [89] and the current detectors LVD [90, 91] in Italy and Baksan [92] in Russia. Future detectors include SNO+ [93] , currently under construction at SNOLAB in Canada, and the proposed experiments LENA [94] and HanoHano [95] . Some surface detectors may also have sensitivity; these include MiniBooNE [84, 96] , a kt mineral-oil detector at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory that makes use primarily of Cherenkov light for particle detection, and NOνA [85] , a segmented liquid scintillator detector. For such detectors, despite relatively large cosmic-ray rates, a burst from a nearby supernova would stand out above the background. Smaller surface experiments with dissolved Gd, designed for reactor oscillation studiesDouble Chooz [97] , RENO [98] and Daya Bay [99] -will be able to gather some tens of IBD events at 10 kpc with a good signal-to-background ratio, thanks to excellent tagging.
Elastic scattering will contribute a few percent to the total supernova burst event rate; however, because light emission is isotropic, little supernova direction information will be obtained. Nevertheless, for very good vertex resolution, some directional information can be observed via separation of neutron capture and positron signal sites for IBD (see Section V).
Neutrino interactions on carbon also occur. In particular, a 15.1-MeV deexcitation γ from NC excitation of 12 C may be observable, and good energy resolution in scintillator would allow determination of the total neutrino flux.
Finally, in scintillator, it may be possible to observe NC neutrino-proton elastic scattering. This signal produces very low recoil energy protons; in scintillator, quenching effects suppress light from this signal. Nevertheless, significant numbers of events could be observed [79] , and measurements of the recoil energy distribution is one of the few ways to obtain information about the ν x spectra [100] . Figure 3 shows an example of expected event rates in a scintillator detector, computed according to http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes and assuming an estimated energy resolution from Reference [86] . The assumed flux is from Reference [19] . 
B. Water Cherenkov Detectors
Water is another substance with an abundance of free protons; also, it has the advantage of being inexpensive, so large detectors are possible. Like scintillator detectors, water Cherenkov detectors consist of homogeneous volumes of liquid instrumented with PMTs. Charged particles are detected via their Cherenkov light emission, which forms a 42
• cone for relativistic particles. The energy loss is proportional to the number of photons detected, and one may reconstruct the charged particle's interaction vertex and direction via the Cherenkov ring pattern. Cherenkov detection produces relatively little light compared with that produced by scintillator (by approximately a factor of 50) and has the disadvantage that particles must have speeds exceeding c/n to be visible (here, n is the index of refraction of the material). Water's index of refraction is n ∼ 1.34; for this value, the (total-energy) Cherenkov threshold for electrons is 0.8 MeV, and for protons it is 1,400 MeV. As a result, protons induced by supernova neutrinos are always invisible, as are sub-MeV electrons; low energy γs, which interact by Compton scattering and for which scattered electrons are often below the Cherenkov threshold, often have rather low light yields and poor detection efficiency. However, Cherenkov detection has the advantage that the observed photons carry directional information. Therefore, for anisotropic interactions such as elastic scattering, angular distributions of products can be measured and used both for supernova pointing and for the disentanglement of flavor components [36, 101] .
As for scintillator, interaction rates in water are dominated by IBD. Due to the Cherenkov threshold, the detection of the 2.2-MeV γ from neutron capture on free protons is very difficult. It may be possible to dissolve Gd compounds in the water to enhance neutron tagging [46] . Approximately 4 MeV of equivalent energy can be detected per neutron capture; in Super-Kamiokande (Super-K), the neutron tagging efficiency is estimated to be approximately 67% [47] . A possible Gd enhancement is being studied for Super-K [102] . Neutron tagging will be helpful for determining the total flavor components of the supernova burst signal [36] .
Other interactions in oxygen nuclei of water will contribute to the total burst signal in a water detector. Deexcitation γs from NC interactions [58] may be visible, although due to Cherenkov threshold effects, detection efficiency is poor and requires relatively high PMT coverage [36, 101] . Some interactions have ejected neutrons [51] ; these may be captured and detected with Gd loading (which may lead to confusion with IBD events). Angular information obtained from the predicted CC 16 O backwards anisotropy may also be usable [56] . Past examples of water Cherenkov detectors include IMB [103] and Kamiokande [104] , both of which are famous for the SN1987A observation. The only current example of a large water Cherenkov detector is Super-K [105] in Japan. Future concepts include an initially proposed water Cherenkov detector design for the Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment (LBNE) [36] , Hyper-Kamiokande [106] , and MEMPHYS [107] .
Although there are no current or planned future instances of heavy-water detectors, the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) detector [108] in Canada, which took data between 1999 and 2006, was sensitive to supernova neutrinos via NC and CC breakup interactions (ν e + d → p + p + e − ,ν e + d → n + n + e + ), in its 1 kt of heavy water. These interactions were observable via Cherenkov light and multiple methods of neutron detection, in addition to interactions in SNO's 1.7 kt of light water [109] . Figure 4 shows an example of expected event rates from a water Cherenkov detector, computed according to http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes and assuming detector response similar to that of Super-K I [36] .
C. Long-String Water Cherenkov Detectors
Long-string water Cherenkov detectors are arrays of long vertical strings of PMTs in water or ice. Although such detectors are nominally designed for the study of very high energy astrophysical neutrinos (up to the TeV range or higher), such detectors may also be capable of supernova neutrino detection, assuming that the background rates are sufficiently low [110, 111] . The idea is that neutrino interactions in the water or ice surrounding the PMTs (mostly IBD) will create enough photons to produce a coincident increase in the single-count rate in the PMTs, observable over background counts. The IceCube detector, which consists of 86 strings with 60 PMTs each and is embedded 1-2 km below the surface of the Antarctic ice, has had a supernova trigger installed [112] and has demonstrated sensitivity to supernovae within the Milky Way. Future infill upgrades of higher-PMT-density strings could improve supernova sensitivity by allowing for the detection of coincidences between PMTs from individual neutrino interactions.
Currently, IceCube cannot reconstruct individual neutrino interaction events, so it is insensitive to spectral and directional information. However, thanks to the huge photon statistics, it has very good timing, which will render it sensitive to the time structure of the supernova burst (e.g. References [113, 114] ). Some other long-string detectors, such as ANTARES [115] , are so noisy that they may not be able to trigger themselves but they may be able to receive external triggers to retain extra data. The future KM3NET [116] detector may be able to suppress background by use of PMT coincidences. 
D. Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers
Liquid argon detectors will have excellent sensitivity to ν e via the CC interaction on 40 Ar, ν e + 40 Ar → e − + 40 K * . In principle, this is a taggable interaction, for which the deexcitation γs from 40 K * can be observed. Theν e interaction, ν e + 40 Ar → e − + 40 Cl * , will also occur and can be tagged via the pattern of γs. NC excitations are also possible, although little information is currently available in the literature about cross sections and observables. Finally, there will be elastic scattering of neutrinos on electrons.
Large liquid argon detectors suitable for supernova neutrino detection are primarily large TPCs, in which ionization charge is drifted by an electric field and signals are collected on wire planes. Using the time of arrival of charge at the readout planes, one can reconstruct three-dimensional track; particles can be identified by their rate of energy loss along a track. Argon also scintillates, and scintillation photons collected by PMTs enable fast timing of signals and enhance event localization within the detector. Liquid argon TPC detection technology offers good energy resolution and full particle reconstruction, unaffected by Cherenkov threshold. For sufficiently fine wire spacing, millimeter position resolution and very high quality tracking can be achieved. Energy thresholds as low as a few MeV may be possible. The direction of the scattered electron for elastic scattering can be determined [63] . Cosmogenic backgrounds should be a function of depth and location and are relatively unknown, although some preliminary studies exist [117] .
A current example is ICARUS in Italy [63] , which will record events as long as suitable triggering can be implemented. Future ideas include the LBNE liquid argon detector [36] , GLACIER [118] in Europe, and possibilities in Japan [119] . Smaller surface detectors such as MicroBooNE at Fermilab [120] may also record some events. Figure 5 shows an example of expected event rates from an argon detector, computed according to http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes and assuming the detector resolution from Reference [121] . 
E. Detectors Employing Heavy Nuclei
Interactions with heavier nuclei such as iron and lead may yield quite high rates [66, 70, [122] [123] [124] of both CC and NC interactions. Observables include leptons and ejected nucleons. Single-and multi-neutron ejections are possible. Because the cross sections for single-and double-neutron ejections strongly depend on neutrino energy, a measurement of the relative rates of these processes provides information about the incoming neutrino spectra.
Lead is especially promising for neutron detection because of its stability and ease of handling in large quantities. Furthermore, its most abundant isotopes have low neutron capture cross sections, making it nearly transparent to supernova-neutrino-induced neutrons, allowing the neutrons to reach a region of the detector system that is sensitive to neutron capture.
Although detectors employing iron and/or lead in different configurations have been proposed (e.g., OMNIS [123, 125] ), the only current example of such a detector is HALO in Canada [126] . HALO detects neutrons by using recycled SNO 3 He counters in combination with 79 tons of lead. The relevant interactions are ν e + A Pb → e − + A Bi * and ν x + A Pb → ν x + A Pb * . For both CC and NC cases, the resulting nuclei deexcite via nucleon emission. Antineutrino CC interactions are strongly suppressed by Pauli blocking because of lead's neutron excess. Although natural lead contains isotopes other than 208 Pb, the neutrino cross section for A = 208 should be similar for other components [67, 70] . In HALO, neutrons are moderated in polypropylene before being captured, and the energy loss of the particles resulting from neutron capture on 3 He is recorded in proportional counters. The detection efficiency of the capture of a neutron generated in the lead is on the order of tens of percent. There is no event-by-event energy information, but numbers of single-and double-neutron-producing interactions can be inferred and these relative numbers are very sensitive to the neutrino spectrum. HALO2 is a proposed upgrade to approximately the kt scale.
Reference [21] explores the physics sensitivity for HALO. Figure 6 shows an example of expected interactions in lead, computed according to http://www.phy.duke.edu/∼schol/snowglobes . 
F. Low Threshold Detectors
Because of its very low energy threshold, only very clean, radioactively quiet detectors can detect nuclear recoils from coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering; they must also have very good rejection of electronic recoils. Detectors developed for WIMP detection (or for neutrinoless double-β-decay searches or low-energy solar neutrino detection) fit the bill. Examples are described in References [127] and [128] . Possibilities include solid-state, noble liquid and bubble technologies, as well as new spherical TPC proposals [129] . Noble liquid detectors with xenon, argon or neon targets are particularly promising for scale-up to multiton scales; they have recoil energy thresholds of a few tens of keV. These detectors are sensitive to all flavor components of the flux via the NC coherent interaction, and some spectral information can be obtained via the measured recoil energy spectrum. Expected supernova neutrino event rates are a few events per ton at 10 kpc, so current-generation detectors will have only modest sensitivity. However, future experiments of 10-ton-or-greater scale are very promising, in that they may provide spectral information about all flavors. Table II summarizes existing and future detectors. Note that the live detector mass used for supernova neutrino detection may be greater than the restricted "fiducial" mass often employed for physics analyses of typical beam, atmospheric, or solar neutrino experiments, because the background rates during a supernova burst are low compared with the signal rates. For example, in Super-K, supernova burst events could be analyzed in the full 32-kt innerdetector volume, whereas the typical mass used for beam, atmospheric and solar neutrino analyses is 22.5 kt or smaller.
G. Summary of Detectors

V. POINTING TO THE SUPERNOVA WITH NEUTRINOS
It will be tremendously valuable to determine the direction of the supernova from the neutrino signal itself. First, this information will be useful for an early alert. For obvious reasons, astronomers want to know where to point their telescopes. Second, a possible scenario is that the supernova will have no signal in electromagnetic radiation, or only a very faint signal, and pointing information will be useful for locating a remnant (or a progenitor from catalogs). Doing so could, for example, allow one to learn the distance of travel by the neutrinos through the Earth for matter effect evaluation.
The most promising method for neutrino pointing is via elastic scattering (see Section III B), in which the electron gets kicked in the direction of the neutrino. In a Cherenkov detector, the directionality of the electron can be determined from the Cherenkov ring. Because elastic scattering represents only a few percent of the total signal, the problem becomes one of finding a small bump on a nearly isotropic background. In the absence of background, pointing quality goes roughly as ∼ 25
• / √ N , where N is the observed number of elastic scattering events. Reduction of the nearly isotropic background (mostly IBD) can be achieved through the use of neutron tagging with Gd (see Section IV B). When background is taken into account, the expected pointing quality for Super-K at 10 kpc [130, 131] is about 8
• , which improves to approximately 3
• with good IBD tagging. For a megaton detector, better-than-1
• pointing is achievable. IBD positrons have only a mild anisotropy [49] , which nevertheless could be exploited in a very high statistics measurement. In principle it is possible to recover some directional information in scintillator by reconstructing the relative positions of neutron capture and positron energy loss. This IBD directionality has been measured in the CHOOZ scintillator detector for reactorν e interactions [132] , and future scintillator detectors may be able to exploit the effect. Other possible methods include detection of TeV neutrinos from the supernova [131] (which point well, but may not accompany all core-collapse supernovae and may have significant delay), and use of the matter oscillation pattern in a detector with good energy resolution (which requires very large statistics) [133] .
In principle, determination of the supernova direction by use of triangulation can be achieved through relative timing of signals from multiple detectors around the Earth. By using a time signal in two detectors, one can locate the supernova within a ring on the sky; with three time measurements, two intersecting rings narrow down the location to two spots; and with timing from four detectors, one can point to a single spot. However triangulation is likely difficult in practice, at least on a short timescale. Times of flight through the Earth are on the order of milliseconds; because the neutrino signal is spread over ∼10 s, it requires large statistics [130] or else a relatively high flux short-timescale component of the signal. Nevertheless, the triangulation technique may be feasible for future megadetectors. At this time and in the near future, the best bet for supernova neutrino pointing is elastic scattering in a water Cherenkov detector.
VI. AN EARLY ALERT: SNEWS
Neutrinos emerge promptly from a collapsing star, on a ∼10-s timescale, and the first electromagnetic radiation may not appear for hours or even days, depending on the nature of the stellar envelope. Therefore, neutrinos can be used to provide an early warning of an imminent visible supernova.
Very early light from extragalactic supernovae is rarely observed, so a prompt alert would give astronomers valuable time to find the supernova. The environment immediately surrounding the progenitor star would be probed by the initial stages of the supernova. Any effects of a close binary companion upon the blast would occur very soon after shock breakout. Advance warning could enable observation of ultraviolet and soft X-ray flashes, which are predicted at very early times. There could also be entirely unexpected effects at early times. A Galactic supernova is rare enough that it will be critical to save all available information.
The SN1987A neutrino events were recorded approximately 2.5 h before the inferred time of the supernova's first light; in real time, the experimentalists found the events in their data only after the fact [6] . The situation will be different for the next nearby supernova. The SuperNova Early Warning System (SNEWS) is an international network of detectors that aims to provide an early alert to astronomers of a supernova's occurrence [134] . At the time of this writing, Super-K, LVD, IceCube, and Borexino are active participants in the network. Each detector involved sends a prompt datagram to a central computer if a signal consistent with a burst of supernova neutrinos is observed, and if there is coincidence within 10 s an alert message is automatically sent. The idea is to require a coincidence for a very high confidence early alert, so as to suppress false alarm background. The criteria for the alert are fairly conservative; they require less than one accidental coincidence per century. The details of the coincidence conditions are described in References [134] and [135] . Any pointing information sent to SNEWS will be forwarded to astronomers (although depending on the detectors involved, no pointing information may be initially available).
Note that some detectors that can provide useful information are not necessarily capable of triggering themselves on a supernova burst and may not be continuously archiving information. They may be noisy and/or may not know what kind of signal to look for from a supernova. Some examples of detectors in this category include some of the long string detectors (ANTARES), gravitational-wave detectors (if not all data are archived), and surface neutrino-sensitive detectors with a high rate of cosmic-ray background. A SNEWS neutrino coincidence will be a high confidence indication that a supernova has occurred. Noisy supernova detectors would therefore arrange to use the SNEWS coincidence as an input -they would set up a buffering system to record data (for hours or days, depending on the resources available) that would routinely be overwritten but that could be saved to permanent storage in the case of a SNEWS coincidence. This approach would greatly enrich the world's supernova data sample.
An interesting possibility for an early alert for the collapse itself is the detection of neutrinos from a presupernova star [136] . Very large (∼20 M ⊙ ) stars would produce pair-annihilation neutrinos during the final silicon-burning phase before core collapse. The flux is small and the neutrinos are cool enough (∼MeV average energies) to be difficult to detect, but in the few days before collapse there would be a distinctive hardening and an event rate increase. Tagged IBDs from the high-energy tail of the spectrum are the most promising prospect, so scintillator or Gd-loaded water detectors would be required. When realistic backgrounds are accounted for, for a ∼100 kt water detector the reach for this kind of early warning would probably be less than 1 kpc. This represents only a small fraction of stars in the Milky Way, but it does include Betelgeuse, a nearby core-collapse candidate at 200 pc. Table II shows event rates at 10 kpc, which is just beyond the center of the Galaxy. According to 1/D 2 scaling, most detectors will observe robust bursts of events for any collapse that occurs within the Galaxy. Beyond the edge of the Galaxy, there are few core-collapse candidate stars. For a collapse in the LMC at 50 kpc, a few hundred events would be expected in Super-K, and approximately one event for Andromeda at 770 kpc. A next-generation few-hundred-kt detector would detect dozens of events from Andromeda. However, beyond that, the inverse square law strongly suppresses the signal and neutrino interactions become scarce.
VII. EXTRAGALACTIC SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO SEARCHES
Reference [137] points out that with megaton-scale detectors, one might detect of the order of one neutrino per year from extragalactic sources. The number of potential sources goes as ∼ D 3 . There is evidence that the historical rate of supernovae within 10 Mpc or so is slightly higher than one would predict from simple scaling; one expects approximately one core collapse per year within that radius. Furthermore, some black hole-forming collapses may produce hotter-than-usual spectra and therefore higher neutrino event rates, and they may occur as often as once per decade within a few megaparsecs [138] .
However, for a search for extragalactic supernova neutrinos, background suppression becomes critical. The time window for an optical trigger would be several hours, and typical detectors would need to have a very low rate of background in this time window. For example, at a 17-MeV threshold, Super-K's background rate is ∼1 per day [105] ; scaling to 1 Mt, this rate would be on the order of ∼10 background events in a several-hour time window, with only a ∼10% chance of detecting a single signal event at 10 Mpc. Requiring time clusters of two or more events reduces efficiency. Backgrounds are typically highly site and detector dependent, however. In particular, spallation backgrounds depend on the cosmic-ray rate and spectrum; therefore the simple scaling from the rates in Reference [105] may not necessarily be appropriate. There are also plausible strategies to reduce backgrounds (see Section VIII), and over megaton-decades, one might collect an observable signal over background. Reference [139] explores what one might learn from miniburst measurements of distant supernovae with a multimegaton detector.
Searches looking for coincidences with nonelectromagnetic collapse signatures, namely gravitational waves, may have more promise [140, 141] because the signal will also be prompt after core collapse. However, a disadvantage of such searches is that the mechanism for gravitational-wave production and the nature of the signal are more uncertain; the distance range of gravitational-wave observability is poorly understood.
VIII. THE DIFFUSE SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO BACKGROUND
Looking even farther out for sources of neutrinos, one can imagine measuring the flux of neutrinos from all the supernovae in cosmic history. This so-called diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) is sometimes referred to as the relic supernova neutrino flux. The physics of the DSNB is reviewed in References [142] and [143] .
The DSNB flux depends on the historical rate of core collapse, average neutrino production, cosmological redshift effects and neutrino oscillation effects. For neutrino energies above ∼19 MeV, estimates of theν e component of the DSNB range from ∼0.1 to 1 cm −2 s −1 . The detection interactions remain the same as for burst neutrinos; however, the experimental issues become entirely background dominated, as there would be no external trigger at all and events would be measured singly. Overall, one would expect ∼0.1 IBD per kt per year in water or scintillator detectors from theν e component of the DSNB. At lower energies, solar neutrinos dominate the neutrino background, although reactorν e fluxes also contribute. At higher energies, atmospheric neutrino backgrounds dominate. The atmospheric and reactor backgrounds vary by detector location. There is an energy window between ∼20 and 40 MeV in which the diffuse background dominates the neutrino flux incident on the Earth (Figure 7 ) [143] . Detector-specific backgrounds for DSNB are the main issue in this energy window. In a water detector such as Super-K, toward the lower end of this range, cosmic ray-induced spallation backgrounds leak into the signal window. In the 20-50 MeV range, atmospheric neutrino-induced muons dominate the background: In water, low-energy atmospheric CC ν µ can produce "invisible" muons below Cherenkov threshold, that then decay; the resulting Michel electrons mimic positrons from IBD. So far, the best limits on the DSNB are from Super-K [144, 145] ; the newer result has an updated limit of < 2.8 − 3.0ν e cm −2 s −1 for neutrino energies greater than 17.3 MeV. The new limit is slightly less stringent than the earlier result but is the outcome of improved analysis.
The KamLAND scintillator detector also has rather less stringent limits on the DSNBν e flux, but they extend to somewhat lower energies [146] . The background for DSNBν e in scintillator differs from that in water: The muons are not invisible because there is no Cherenkov threshold, and IBD interactions can be effectively tagged with neutrons. However, NC interactions of atmospheric neutrinos on carbon (ejected neutrons in coincidence with deexcitation γs) dominate the background in this energy range in scintillator. The SNO heavy-water experiment [147] has published a limit on the ν e component of the DSNB flux, 70 cm −2 s −1 at 90% CL between 22.9 MeV and 36.9 MeV, via a search for high-energy CC interactions of ν e on deuterium. [143] . The background fluxes are shown for the Kamioka (solid, gray) and Homestake (dashed, red) sites for reactor and atmospheric neutrinos. Solar neutrino background, which should be the same at both sites, is also shown. Three models for DSNB signal fluxes are shown.
Because tagging ofν e could reduce the Michel background (for atmospheric neutrino interactions unaccompanied by neutrons), the Gd proposal for Super-K [46, 102] is promising for future measurements of the DSNB. Future large water detectors are very promising, especially if Gd loaded [36] , as are future large scintillator detectors [94] as long as their NC background can be reduced. Liquid argon detectors are sensitive to the ν e component of the DSNB [148, 149] . For argon, background is the key issue but is generally unknown at this time, although it could plausibly be small with good γ tagging of ν e absorption events and deep detectors.
The rate of DSNB neutrino events is steady, sure, and low: a constant rate of 0.1 events per kt per year can be expected. In contrast, nearby collapse supernovae will provide copious bursts of neutrinos, but only sporadically: One expects thousands of neutrinos, but only every few decades, so building a detector with a short lifetime is a risky proposition due to potentially long Poissonian gaps between supernovae. However, if one is prepared to wait, our own galaxy will provide, in the very long term, a much higher average rate of neutrino events: ∼10 events per kt per year. The best experimental strategy is clearly a diversified portfolio: A large, long-running, low-background detector will win on both types of investment.
IX. PROSPECTS
A Galactic supernova will offer unprecedented opportunities for diverse neutrino detectors around the world to gather critical information about astrophysics and particle physics. Flavor sensitivity -not only the interaction rate but also the ability to tag different interaction channels-will be critical for maximizing the science harvest from a burst observation. Current-generation detectors are sensitive primarily toν e ; however, next-generation detectors will expand worldwide flavor sensitivity. Potential upgrades and new detectors will also enhance the prospects for detection of the so-far-unobserved DSNB. If future megaton-scale detectors are built, prospects for a vast yield of information from a nearby burst are excellent, and we hope for a reach extending well beyond the Milky Way.
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